SafeChain Collaborates with Accuity to
Secure Real Estate Wire Transfers
COLUMBUS, Ohio, and EVANSTON, Ill., Feb. 4, 2019 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) —
SafeChain, the industry leader in wire fraud prevention software and
blockchain implementation for land title, announced today that it has
integrated bank data from Accuity, the leading provider of financial crime
compliance, payments and Know Your Customer (KYC) solutions, to enhance the
security of real estate transactions. SafeChain’s wire fraud prevention
platform, SafeWire™, now incorporates information from the Accuity Bankers
Almanac Routing and Transit Number (RTN) File, to give users greater
confidence that funds are being wired to the correct account.

“As wire fraud schemes increase in both number and complexity, it is critical
for title companies to authenticate and verify every aspect of the wire
transaction to ensure consumers’ funds are protected throughout,” said
SafeChain CEO and Co-founder Tony Franco. “The integration between SafeWire
and Accuity, the Official Registrar of ABA Routing Numbers, provides
additional peace of mind to all parties in a real estate transaction by
ensuring the authenticity and accuracy of routing information and adding an
additional safeguard against wire fraud.”

Now, when wire instructions are sent to SafeWire, users can leverage the
Accuity payments data to verify that all necessary routing information for
the transaction is present and correct. In addition to SafeWire’s current ABA
and intermediary verification checks, the Accuity integration will make it
easier for the consumer when an intermediary institution is needed to
complete a wire transfer. Rather than relying on the consumer to gather the
intermediary’s routing information, Accuity will now collect and verify the
information automatically and report it to the title company via SafeWire.
“Wire fraud in real estate transactions is one of the fastest growing
cybercrimes in the United States, and the closing process, in particular,
requires closer scrutiny of transactions,” said Sarkis Akmakjian, Senior
Director of Product Management at Accuity. “Bankers Almanac Routing and
Transit Number File significantly reduces operational risk by ensuring the
integrity of the payment origination data. We are pleased that SafeChain is
working with us to optimize and reinforce the safety of its payments
processes.”
About Accuity:
Accuity offers a suite of innovative solutions for payments and compliance
professionals, from comprehensive data and software that manage risk and
compliance, to flexible tools that optimize payments pathways. With deep
expertise and industry-leading data-enabled solutions from the Fircosoft,
Bankers Almanac and NRS brands, our portfolio delivers protection for
individual and organizational reputations.
Part of RELX Group, a global provider of information and analytics for
professional and business customers across industries, Accuity has been
delivering solutions to banks and businesses worldwide for 180 years. For
more information visit: https://accuity.com.
About SafeChain:
SafeChain makes real estate transactions safer and modernizes operations for
both the public and private sectors of the land title industry. Built by real
estate title experts in collaboration with banking technologists, SafeChain
tackles the inefficiencies of the home buying and selling process from the
inside-out to help title companies, mortgage bankers, realtors and local
governments decrease costs and deliver a better experience for customers.
Leveraging the most advanced technologies, including blockchain, SafeChain
increases the speed and security of real estate closings to deliver faster
transactions and better consumer confidence. For more information visit:
https://www.safechain.io.

